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In this unit, students investigate what animals can do to change their
environment to adapt to changes that are happening in their home

habitat. They learn about habitats and ecosystems and design a
home to meet the needs of the animal they want to emulate. In the
wild, many animals take part in the lifecycle of plants and animals,
so students learn about this cycle and the importance of plant and
animal life. Students also explore what makes an animal different

from a rock and what makes a plant special. To move from
observation to action, students investigate what animals eat and

how their needs are met in a changing habitat. They use the
information they have gathered in previous exercises to develop

choices that can be implemented on a small scale. This sequence of
instruction was developed in the Growing Elementary Science

Projectto help elementary teachers who were working remotely. We
developed a short storyline that ties together a few sessions to help
explore a specific concept. We tried to include some activities that

honored and included the students family and experience, and some
that included the potential for ELA learning goals.In this Unit of

Instruction, students observe and act out animal behaviors, then
observe animal behaviors for animals in their lives. They use these
observations to determine what some animals' needs may be.It is

part ofClimeTime - a collaboration among all nine Educational
Service Districts (ESDs) in Washington and many Community

Partners to provideprograms for science teacher training around
Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) and climate science,

thanks to grant money made available to the Office of the
Superintendent of Public Instruction (OSPI) by Governor Inslee.
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